Meta notes

Goal oriented expectations – not mandated
Better collective community relations
Tell our story
What does independence mean for our non housed groups
MIT better include FSILGs as part of experience for both parents
And new students
Greater impact/visibility of collaboration and philanthropy
Faculty/housemaster advocate
Clarity of expectations both ways
Start from best practices
Greater MIT response to crisis/emergency better backup
Balance of learning by doing & making sure it gets done
RA structure
MITX - change

Recruitment

Clear policy about what’s independent – not dorm, not student group
Clarify type of autonomy we want with regards to recruitment
Give institute support
Make less abrupt better PR
Examine timeline summer info from MIT
Education

Academic info – respect for student privacy

Role of MIT and cities with regards to housing/other expectations

  The why

Clarify institute expectations of students to students (honor code)

More interdependent with faculty – give credit for involvement

Treat students as adults

Out of classroom education

Housing

Asses house maintenance ability

Ownership and circumstances

Partnership with MIT for dormitory licenses

Clarify/recognize of tech support

FOC repeal

Clarify dormitory services and support

  Network bandwidth

  Security services

Dining

FSILGs participate in MIT dining

Overturn mandated meal plans

$ sharing of groups with dinning and integrate with campus
Judicial

Revisit involvement with alums – notifications/timeline

Explicit role with alums

How student groups interact with MIT judicial

Reassessing value of self governance

Ifc is shadow independence